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MÙ JIĀNG MEETS WITH GÈN'S EIGHT
[穆姜遇艮之八]

translations' sightseeing

“The chūnqiū 春秋 'Spring and Autumn Annals' is the chronicle of the state of lǔ 魯 between 722 and 479. It 
is the oldest and the only surviving type of chronicles from the early eastern Zhou period (東周 770-221 BC). The 
book gained such a high position in traditional literature that the whole period covered by it was called the 
'Spring and Autumn period' (770-5th cent. BCE). The entries do not only list the reign year of the individual dukes 
of Lu and the months but a mid-level headline is inserted indicating the seasons, which gave the chronicle its 
title. The entries are very brief and concise and not easy to understand if special knowledge of the historical 
background is lacking. A part of the entries is also missing.“

”The chūnqiū 春秋 is since dù yù's 杜预 revision during the Jin period only in circulation in joint editions with 
the text of the zuǒzhuàn 左傳, which is a kind of commentary and narrative extension of the chūnqiū. 

The Zuo Zhuan commentary as a very narrative text became so important for the interpretation and later use 
of the Chun Qiu that it is commonly merged with the latter to the unit Chun Qiu-Zuo Zhuan .“ 1

“The Zuo Zhuan has preserved our earliest description of Zhou Yi prognostication (nineteen stories about its 
use, between 671 BC and 487 BC). What they describe may have been different from what was done in earlier 
centuries, but this work is of particular value, because we have nothing nearer in time to the original practices.” 2

In the Zuo Zhuan an interesting feature in the use of Zhou Yi prognostication is the practice of juxtaposition of 
two hexagrams instead of the custom of referring to individual changing line as 9 or 6 in this or that place. 

This practice is realized by the use of the possessive particle zhī  之 as in the example below (from 5th year of 
Duke Zhao):

遇 明 夷 之 謙 

"Meeting MíngYí 明夷 's - (之) Qiān 謙 [36 - s 's 15 - i]  indicates the first line of the Ming Yi hexagram, the 
Line Remarks of which is quoted subsequently. [...] Thus the formula 'meeting Hexagram 'a'  之 Hexagram 'b' is 
the way an individual line in Hexagram 'a' is referred to in The Zuo Commentary and Discourses of the States" 3

I'm interested here in a specific passage in the Zuo Zhuan, the 9th year of the Duke Xiang [左传襄公九年] 
where the particle 之 is used to connect not an Hexagram with another one as usual, but a digit:

“穆 姜 薨 于 東 宮。始 往 而 筮 之，遇 艮 之 八，史 曰，是 謂 艮 之 隨 [...] "

“Mù Jiāng 穆姜 died in the Eastern Palace*. When she first went there, she cast stalks about it and met with 
Gen's eight. The Registrar said, "This means Gèn 's SuÍ  艮之隨 [...]." 4

"Gen's eight" is puzzling for the fact "this means" Gen's Sui.
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Relations between hexagrams Gen and Sui are evident in their juxtaposition:

L   e
five lines change except for the line in second place. 

I'm curious.
Let me drive throughout few interesting interpretations about this fact.

I. Sèraphin Couvreur (1835 - 1919) :: Tch'ouen Ts'iou / Tso Tchouan. La Chronique de la principaute de Lou. :: 
Les Humanités d’Extrême-Orient, Cathasia, série culturelle des Hautes Études de Tien-Tsin, Société d'édition LES 
BELLES LETTRES, Paris, 1951 :: p. 175

"Mu Jiang died in the eastern palace. When she left his palace and went to live in the eastern palace, she 
consulted the yarrow strands. She got Gen trigram on Gen trigram. Gen corresponds to the number eight. The 
diviner said: The double Gen gave Sui hexagram [which is a symbol of release. Princess, you will come out soon 
from here.]" 6

I will talk after about the important divergence about her future, between Mu Jiang interpretation and the 
diviner one.

Here I look at "Gen corresponds to the number eight", that seems to me more a coincidence turned in 
translation.

Infact "Gen corresponds to the number eight" in the "correlation of the trigrams arrangement of The diagram 
Succeeding Heaven and the numbers of the Luo [River] Document" 7

Naturally I'm 'crying wolf' not only on the basis of further translations but also by another 'eight-in-divination' 
[得泰之八] used in The Discourses of the States or Guóyǔ 國語 8 that not involve at all any Gen trigram.

Naturally this is just and only my poor-point-of-view.

II. James Legge (1815-1897) :: The Ch'un Ts'ew with the Tso Chuen :: Chinese Classics :: London Missionary 
Society's Printing Office, HongKong, 1875 :: Vol. V part. II, p. 439

"Mu Jiang died in the eastern palace. When she first went into it, she consulted the milfoil, and got the 
second line of the diagram Gen. The diviner said, "This is what remains when Gen becomes Sui. [Sui is the symbol 
of getting out; your ladyship will soon get out from this.]" 

As a turist and a curious one, I have to admit that the passage "This is what remains when Gen becomes Sui " 
is an intriguing translation about the story-context of Mu Jiang. What remains...are ruins of Sui...

Infact the diviner is involved (who wrote this, made the diviner involved...) in a prognostication Mu Jiang 
'need' to challenge invoking her point of view on the matter: 

"Although she agrees with the diviner that 'Sui is 'getting out,' she claims that this prognostication means that 
she will get out only if she already possesses the four virtues mentioned in its hexagram
statement [ 隨 元亨利貞。无咎。]. Since she has none of them, she will not. She does not reject [completly] 
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the divination; on the contrary, it is a clear indication to her that she will remain under house arrest for the rest 
of her life.” 9

What I find interesting in the lecture Legge suggest to me, is that the 'awareness' of Mu Jiang or as Xiu Cai 
Zheng wrote in his dissertation: “the inappropriate behaviors that she has exhibited (see footnote n.9) are 
paralleled with her clear understanding of the disastrous effect of them on her own fate" 10, may originate 
combining the second (an eight) line of Gen [ 艮其腓。不拯其隨。其心不快。: "restraint takes place with the 
calves, which means that this one does not raise up his followers. His heart feels discontent.”11] with the 
proposals of the diviner on Sui: "Sui is getting out".

Wang Bi commentary to the second line: " 'Followers' refers to the toes. As this one has his calves restrained, 
his toes do not get raised up. The calves are embodiments of movement, yet this one is located in a moment of 
restraint. Not only is he unable to raise up his followers, he also cannot withdraw and obey the call to quietude. 
This is why “his heart feels discontent.“ 11

Kong Yingda comments: “Not only is this one unable to start to move, he also cannot quietly withdraw and 
obey the order that he be restrained. Thus ‘his heart feels discontent.’ See Zhouyi zhengyi, 5: 28a.” 11

Under the light of this line, I could read the four virtues present in Sui as lacking-timing-virtues in me...
These naturally are nothing but my turistic speculations 12.

"On the other hand hexagram 52 line 2 contains the words  不拯其隨 bù zhěng qí suí, which the diviner 
probably read as 'will not stop her getting out' " 13

Is the diviner really taking in account the Sui hexagram or sui character in 2nd line?
Kidder Smith give to this question somewhat engines when he write:
a) citing hexagram statements "is unusual in the Zuo, where diviners almost always address line statements 

instead";
b) the diviner "never explains how gèn zhī bā means [the hexagram] Sui ";
...conversely he could make use of 艮之八 gèn zhī bā  to point to the line and then to ' sui character' in  是謂

艮之隨 shì wèi gèn zhī suÍ.

III. Latters are nothing but turistic speculations too, and the worst of it is that they are all opposed to what Mr. 
Zhu Xi (1130-1200) wrote in his yì xué qǐ méng 易学啓蒙, relying just on Mu Jiang 'case':

“When five lines change, we use the unchanging line of the resulting hexagram as the prognostication: When 
Mu Jiang went to the Eastern Palace, she divined and obtained Gen [hexagram 52], with one eight. The diviner 
said, "This means Gen changing to Sui [hexagram 17]. Thus five lines all changed [all but the second]. Only the 
second yielded eight, which is why it was unchanging. The proper method is to take "If one clings to the little boy, 
one loses the great man" [line 2 of Sui] as the prognostication. But the diviner mistakenly indicated the Tuan 
statement of Sui in his response. So he was wrong.” 14
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IV. The circus of possibilities and differences between what the diviner and Mu Jiang use as method of 
reading and interpreting the prognostication become a serious trend in the works of three authors that I've get 
access:

a) Xing Wen :: Hexagram Pictures and Early Yi Schools: Reconsidering the Book of Changes in Light of 
Excavated Yi Texts  :: Monumenta Serica, 2003, volume LI; 

b) Liao Qun :: Three Kinds of Yi and the Transmission of the Zhouyi in the Pre-Qin Period :: Studies of Zhouyi, 
2006 n. 5; 

c) Liang Wei-xian :: On the Connection between Gui cang and Yi zhan Copied on the Bamboo Strips of the Qin 
Dynasty Excavated at Wang-jia-tai :: Studies of Zhouyi, 2003 n.2.

These three authors, all argument the possibility (certainty...) of other divination texts and methods on wich 
the diviner rely, and by which Mu Jiang challenge her one.

a) Xing Wen

[...]
It is very clear, in my opinion, that there were at least two divination traditions recorded in this 
account. The first is the one that the diviner used, the divination result of which is that "meeting 
with Gen's eight. " The second tradition is the one that Jiang cited. I have two reasons for this 
suggestion. (1) The divination tradition of the Book of Changes is divined with "nine" and "six." To 
divine with "seven" and "eight" is attributed to the traditions of the Lianshan and Guicang. When 
the Zuozhuan records that the divination result is "Gen's eight", it clearly means that a divination 
tradition other than the Book of Changes was used even though we are not sure if it is the 
Lianshan or the Guicang. (2) Jiang's statement provides further support for this surmise. When 
Jiang rejected the prognostication by the diviner, she said "On this the Zhouyí says, " etc. This 
clearly implies that the divination tradition the diviner followed was not that of the Book of 
Changes, thus she was able to use the Book of Changes to challenge it. Jiang's attitude suggests 
that the Book of Changes somehow had a more privileged position than the tradition used by the 
diviner. If the Book of Changes was not in competition with the divinatory tradition followed by the 
diviner, how could Jiang have used it, her manner one of citing an authoritative classic, to reject 
the given prognostication?

b) Liao Qun:

[...]
The official diviner cited “Sui (indicates) following out” which can not be found in the statements 
affiliated to hexagram Sui and its lines in the Zhouyi, whereas Mu Jiang particularly stressed the 
name of the Zhouyi. Thus can it be seen that the statements cited by the official diviner should not 
from the Zhouyi, but from the Lianshan or Guicang.
[...]
By textual research, we can also see that, for the application of the three Yi in the Zhou dynasty, 
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the diviners tended to take advantage of the Lianshan and Guicang, whereas the princes, nobles, 
and intellectuals preferred the Zhouyi to express their ideas.
[...]
By the examples mentioned above, it can be induced that, in the three Yi, it seems that Lianshan 
and Guicang were traditions more antique and were used by professional diviners. No matter 
whether they were divination books of the Xia and Shang dynasties, the assertion might be 
ascribed to their earlier coming into being, whereas the Zhouyi should be a more sophisticated 
divination book by adopting the divination methods extant at that time and was extensively 
favored, transmitted, and used in intellectual and official circle.

c) Liang Wei-xian

[...] 
in the ninth year of Duke Xiang in Zuo zhuan, it states Mu Jiang [...] Du Yu’s [ 杜预 ] exegesis said: 
“Gui cang used ‘seven’ and ‘eight’ for divination, so it said ‘the “eight” of the hexagram gen’”. Kong 
Yingda’s commentary said: “Zhouyi’s divination based on changing, while the other two kinds of 
divination based on stability (unchanged)”. The divination got ‘the “eight” of the hexagram gen’, it 
meant the second stroke of the hexagram gen didn’t change, and it is the ‘eight’”. The existence of 
the method of the divination in the Yin dynasty, which used ‘seven’ and ‘eight’ instead of ‘nine’ and 
‘six’ for divination, seems accepted by all scholars. Thus, the divination of the Yin dynasty contains 
not only hexagram texts but stroke texts and explanatory words like Yi zhuan.

V. Gao Heng [ 高亨 ] and the Nanjing 'Association of Yijing studies' [易學硏究會 yì xué yán jiū huì] 15

'Nanjing rules', based on the analysis of hexagrams' interpretations in the Zuo Zhuan, are deeply differents 
from the 'trasmitted' ones, created (or re-created) by Zhu Xi largely on the Zuo too. These rules have received 
many attentions and critics. I let you take your advice with references I put in the 15th footnote.

For ones who know 'their' method I quote and translate a passage from Wang Dongliang book (pages 78-79), 
starting from the Mu Jiang 'case':

"To meet with Gen's eight" means that the line where the 'number of change' ends on (55-
44=11) is not a changing line and the fact that its value is eight shows that this is one of the fours 
yin; "Gen's Sui" means that five traits were transformed into their opposite namely five lines with 
nine or six value and only the second yin line has not changed: this is the only line common to both 
hexagrams. 

The numerical value of the Gen lines is (starting from the bottom):  6, 8, 9, 6, 6, 9 whose sum is 
44. The 'number of change' is 11 (55 minus 44) and the account ends in the second line, yin, eight.

According to the method of Gao Heng, all the mutants lines are transformed -from 689669 to 
788778- and the text of the hexagram Sui is consulted. This was done by Mu Jiang."
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I'm aware the above ideas are nothing but a poor collection of a more articulated world. 
I'm not yet able to read chinese, so I can not draw from this aboundant 'boundle' [i.e. first pages of this 

collection, 学行堂文史集刊]. 

But I remeber I'm a tourist here, I take photos, catch hints, and, like the diviner above, I propose a narration 
my client have to improve, by himself. All three, together, are a good point of reference.

Like this last flicker of quoting-ego: “Because of this principle (三才之道 sān cái zhi dào) the ancient Chinese 
avoided becoming victims of the fallacy of the bifurcation of nature. The derivatives from the bifurcation, namely: 
the separation of the subjective and the objectire, the distinction of the primary and secondary qualities, and the 
confrontation of the ego and non-ego, have not tortured the Chinese mind.” 15 b) p. 248

*  There are seven entries in Zuozhuan directly related to Mu Jiang: Cheng 9.5, Cheng 11.3, Cheng 16.5, 
Cheng 16.8, Xiang 2.3, Xiang 9.3 and Xiang 23.5. These entries represent multiple but consistent aspects of Mu 
Jiang. “She was the wife of Duke Xuan of Lu, mother of Duke Cheng and grandmother of Duke Xiang, who give 
their names to three books of the Chunqiu/Zuozhuan, and she outlived the first two. Earlier accounts in the Zuo 
indicate her education her concern for her own status (she refuses to allow her husband's brother to marry his 
own son's mother, thereby raising a concubine to the station of full sister-in-law with Mu Jiang); and her 
independence and treachery (after her husband's death she had an affair with a rebellious officer of Lu and 
attempted to subvert the government of her son, Duke Cheng ) Because of the last she was confined to the 
Eastern Palace. The story here translated, which begins with her death-notice, is thus a flashback to the time of 
her incarceration, about ten years before.”

[Kidder Smith, Zhouyi Interpretation from Accounts in the Zuozhuan in 'Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies', 49, 
1989, p.436];

http://wxs.swu.edu.cn/de/html/yanjiushenghui/wenshijikan/20120528/1249.html
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NOTES

1. Zuo Zhuan at chinaknowledge.de - 2010 © Ulrich Theobald
2. Richard Rutt, The Book of Changes (Zhouyi): A Bronze Age Document, Curzon Press Ltd, 1996; p.173
3. Bent Nielsen, A Companion to Yi jing Numerology and Cosmology, Routledge, 2002; p.22 
4. Kidder Smith translation in 'Zhouyi Interpretation...' cit, p.435;
6. Mou Kiang mourut dans le palais oriental. Quand elle quitta son propre palais et alla demeurer dans le 

palais oriental, elle consulta les brins d’achillée. Elle obtint le trigramme kén sur le trigramme kén. Kén 
correspond au nombre huit. Le devin dit : "Le double kén a donné l’hexagramme Souêi qui est le symbole de la 
sortie. Princesse, vous sortirez bientôt d’ici";

7. Bent Nielsen, cit.; p.82
8. Rutt, cit.; pp.199-200: where the phrase here in excerpt "[...] receiving an 8 of Tai [...]" has the same 

'sequence' ... 得泰  +  之  +  八  ... [link at 晉語四, Jìn Yǔ section, chapter four]
9. previous and following texts are each quoted from 'Zhouyi Interpretation...' - cit. p.435. Here the excerpt in 

which Mu Jiang explain her awareness, answering to the diviner: "No. On this the Zhouyi says, 'Sui: primal, 
successful, beneficent, pure. Without fault... [follow an exposition of the four virtues, replicated almost verbatim 
the Wenyan comm.] ... it cannot be an empty claim. Now, even though it is 'Sui, without fault,' I am a woman 
who is associated with disorder, definitely in low position. Moreover, often not benevolent, I cannot be called 
'primal.' Not quieting the state, I cannot be called 'successful.' Acting so as to harm myself, I cannot be called 
'beneficent.' Abandoning my position for intrigue, I cannot be called 'pure.' Those who possess the four virtues 
are 'Sui' and 'without fault.' I am without any of them, how am I Sui? Since I chose evil, how can I be without 
fault? I will certainly die here. I will not get to get out".

10. Xiu Cai Zheng, A Comparison of the representations of women in Zuo Zhuan and Shi Ji; Dissertation at 
Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures and the Graduate School of the University of Oregon, 2012; 
p. 255

11. From Richard John Lynn, The Classic of Change, Columbia University Press, 1994; p.468 and note n.6
12. I've discovered an 'ally' in Douglass A. White in his Complete Book of Changes: Appendices, Part 1, page 

22, where he write: " When five lines change, focus on the text of the line that does not change and then go to 
the new hexagram that results when the five lines change" relying probably on Mu Jiang history of which he 
discusses later in the text about 艮之八 , p. 59: "... the scribe means that the divination indicated only one line as 
special, and that line was marked with a value of 8, and therefore was a stable yin line. That means the line could 
not change, as I explain in the section above (p.22, quotation above). The diviner therefore interpreted that all 
five other lines must change. The only line that does not change in this case is the yin line in position two. My 
understanding of this notation is that lines 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 were changing. Therefore, to save writing out all those 
numbers, the historian simply wrote “8” and the resultant hexagram. This elegant shorthand method 
immediately tells us the critical line and that it is the other lines that are transitioning. [...] The mention of “8’s” 
and presumably also of “7’s” (although I have no surviving examples of 7’s) is an interesting shorthand 
convention to specify by the non-changing line or lines which group of lines change." 

13. Rutt. cit. p. 188
14. Translated by Joseph A. Adler in his translation work: 'Introduction to the Study of the Classic of Change (I-

hsüeh ch'i-meng)', New York: Global Scholarly Publications, 2002;
15.
a) Wang Dongliang, Les signes et les mutations, l'Asiathèque, 1995; p. 73-79
b) Shi-Chuan Chen, H  ow to form a hexagram and consult the i-ching  , Journal of the American Oriental Society, 

92:2 (April–June 1972), pp 237–249. 

http://www.biroco.com/yijing/Shih-chuan_Chen.pdf
http://www.biroco.com/yijing/Shih-chuan_Chen.pdf
http://ctext.org/guo-yu/jin-yu-si?searchu=%E5%BE%97%E6%B3%B0%E4%B9%8B%E5%85%AB&searchmode=showall#result
http://chinaknowledge.de/Literature/Classics/chunqiuzuozhuan.html
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c) Rutt, cit., p. 170-172;
d) Russel Cottrell, Concerning the Nanjing Rules of Interpretation;   
f) Luis Andrade, A Proposed Alternative Milfoil Divination Method of the Yijing;

At least, 'they' convinced me to pass from fingers and summing (read Zhu Xi) to piles and subtracting (read 
Gao Heng). As S. J. Marshall wrote: "Namely, if you ignore the stalks set aside in the three manipulations for each 
line and instead combine the two heaps you've been working with then the bundle will have 36, 32, 28, or 24 
stalks. If you then count it off in groups of four you will lay out 9, 8, 7, or 6 small piles, directly giving you the line 
number" and a easier (and may be honest) way to  approach the dà yǎn zhī shù 大衍之數 as well explained in 
above point b), pages 239-242.

http://docs.google.com/Doc?id=dccprxvt_25dqddzx2h
http://www.russellcottrell.com/VirtualYarrowStalks/NanjingiRules.htm

